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"Very few people are

Recruiters Deny ’One-Sidedness’

BOB KENNEY

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

aware

of what it costs to bring in what are called ’big name’

performers," said Huger Hodzen, college union director.
lie was explaining why es en with the largest entertainment budget of all the state
colleges, SJS students have to travel off -campus tu

see

tile "name" entertainers.

and events," said Miss Tina
very unlikely that he would have
of
the
college
union
programs
hoard.
chairman
Newton.
more than two.
But she explained that this
"He LIAM expect two tours, but
not three because there isn’t money is distributed among
enough time," said Spencer.
drawing performer% for the
"pop" program, the "imitation
PAST EXPERIENCE
Both Gonsalves and Spencer To The Arts" program, for forspent much of Friday afternoon um series speakers and the disDROPOUTS
discussing the Vietnam war and tinguished scholars program. as
Spencer denied saying that dropmilitary service with two of those well as classic film* and social
outs from the flight training prowho had demonstrated outside
affairs, such as the coronation
gram are reassigned to the fleet
Barracks =14 last Wednesday.
ball.
as enlisted men to complete their
Gonsalves said the reason he
Miss Newton pointed out that
two-year obligation.
hadn’t gone before the crowd to
He admitted it was possible, but
speak then was because of his SJS entertainment funds are
said to his knowledge the practice
past experiences. He said he had limited when compared to other
now is to discharge the men and
tried three times in the past to colleges since this money is a di"turn them back to their draft
get before such a crowd and had rect allocation by the student
boards." This, he explained, is what
been "shouted down" all three council from student fees. Junior
happens if the applicant washes
colleges receive their funds from
times
the community, she added, and the
universities usually receive additional support from the alumni.
JUST BEYOND REACH of 5.15’s entertainment allocation, Peter,
FRUSTRATED PILOT
FINANCIAL EXAMPLES
Paul and Mary appear almost annually at the San Jose Civic
Miss Sally Ftosbrugh, Rodzen’s
Auditorium, but it is doubtful whether they, and other "name"
"Hell, it’s five years of a guy’s
entertainers will see the inside of Morris Dailey Auditorium.
life," Spencer exclaimed. Both men est campus in the state college front walk of the restored struc- len, president of Tau Delta Phi secretary, put some teeth into
Miss Newton’s statements by citsaid they took pains to "try and system" was rededicated Friday to ture. National SJS Alumni Presi- men’s honorary society.
make sure the guy knows what the significance of the Tower in dent Arthur K. Lund, master of
The ceremony closed with a re- ing financial examples. Coming said. But she shook her head sadly citation To The Arts" program,
years past -solace, study, concen- ceremonies, opened the program cording of the Tower carillon, si- December 1 are the Pair Extra- when a Peter, Paul and Mary con- I classical series,) has been exhe’s getting into."
Gonzales denied Rutz’s state- tration and reverence.
by paying tribute to the "thou- lent since the 1963 closing of the ordinaire, who will receive $1,250 cert was mentioned. "They charge tremely successful. She gave such
The rededication of "La Torre" sands of alumni, students, faculty building. "Hopefully this will not for 45 minutes of entertainment; $7,500 to $8,000," she said. But examples as Fredd Wayne, who
ment that "only the most experienced pilots get a shot at four- took place on the newly completed and friends" of the Tower that be the last time the Tower Hall and the Pozo Seco Singers who she did mention that last year recently appeared in "Benjamin
made the restoration possible.
chimes are heard on campus," will receive $1,750 for the re- SJS sponsored such popular per- Franklin, Citizen," and Isaac
of the pro- formers as Chad and Jeremy, and Stern, world-famou.s violinist who
Empty since the state declared Lund concluded. "The Tower. . . maining 45 minutes
gram. "And that was at reduced Ferrante and Teicher.
will perform on campus Februthe structure unsafe in 1963, La represents our college."
prices," she said.
"We lose our shirt on every ary 16,
Torre is now in full operation as
coming
in
Association,
The
pop concert," she said. Miss Rosan executive office building for
GRADUAL UPLIFTING
March, will receive $5,000, she brugh pointed out that while an
President Clark and other college
auditorium such as San Jose Civic
This tends to support what Rodofficials. Also reconditioned is the
can hold over 3,000 people, an zen meant when he suggest that
Morris Dailey Auditorium which
audience which will insure a fairly in the past two years SJS enterwas reopened last year.
Loneliness will be studied in between being lonely and alone.
good return, Morris Dailey Audi- tainment has seen a "gradual upPresident Clark, on behalf of
torium holds less than 1,100 peo- lifting." But he agrees there is
depth during a two-week confer- One must learn not to permit the college, accepted a symbolic
ple, and the Concert Hall less than much room for improvement.
ence entitled "Anatomy of Loneli- loneliness to use him but must chip of brick from the renovation
But is there any hope for SJS
550.
ness" starting today and sponsored learn how to use it."
project. Remnants of the old strucDr. Hobert Burns, academic vice
"pop" programs which seem to be
by the College Union Program
"Man must have hooks inside ture were also presented to Dr.
PRESTIGE
PROBLEMS
the weakest link in the entertainBoard.
himself on which to hang things John T. Walquist, former college president, has announced plans for
Regarding guest speakers on ment chain? Right now there is
Tonight, controversial anthro- he can take down and use when president; State Senator Al Al- participation in the Experimental
A special faculty-student hear- campus, Rodzen says, "It is diffi- none.
pologist and social biologist Ash- he is lonely . . . the knowledge, quist and Assemblyman Earle College.
As far as solutions are conHe is planning an informal dis- ing board meets tonight at 7:30 cult to make distinctions as to
ley Montagu opens the conference philosophy and escape from self Crandall, representing the Caliwith a lecture in Morris Dailey found in books, in music, in the fornia Legislature; Robert Serrano, cussion program series instead of in the President’s Conference whether the budget should be used cerned, it looks like, for the prosAuditorium at 8.
ability to see landscapes, trees, representing past ASB President a regular class since he does not Room 1110 Faculty Tower Build- to buy prestige per se, or to bal- sent at least, SJS students will
have to grin and bear it when
English-born and American by the sky. Man need never be afraid Steve Larson and the thousands have time to devote regular hours. ing) for possibly its final open ance the programs."
"We try to have something for someone mentions such entertain"I just don’t have time to pre- session.
choice since 1940, Dr. Montagu has of being alone."
of students who helped save the
The Board is wrapping up an every aspect of the college com- ers as Bill Cosby, who, according
an international reputation as an
Tower and Al Rttffo, representing pare a regular course," Dr. Burns
SOCIAL COMPROMISE
to the latest word, was charging
anthropologist who is principally
the State College Board of Trus- said. The alternative plan, he em- investigation into charges that munity," said Miss Newton.
phasizes, "would not be a class, four students disrupted ROTC
She mentioned how the SJS "In- $15,000 per performance.
Presented in conjunction with tees.
interested in bridging the gap bewhere instruction might be in- drill on Oct. 3.
tween the biological and social the seminar this week is the film
Other presentations were made
The first two and a half meetsciences, with special emphasis on "Loneliness of the Long Distance to Jerry Kettmann, past president volved."
Instead, he is creating a regular ings were largely tied up with
the understanding and welfare of Runner." It is an account of a of the Alumni Association; Vic
man. He will conduct an informal bitter young social outlaw who re- Lee, ASB president and Roger Al- time period when students inter- procedural matters. Final testiested could come and talk to him mony on the charges will hopediscussion open to all students to- fuses to compromise with the soabout current affairs and world fully be taken tonight, said board
morrow afternoon at 12:30 in cafe- cial system.
problems or anything else. The chairman Dr. Theodore Norton,
"The Cage," a play written in
teria A.
course was to be tentatively en- associate professor of political
prison by a convict, will be preLEARN HOW
Representatives of the United titled "Social Philosophy and Edu- science.
sented by the Seventh Step Foun"Jabberwock", the SJS Experi- say anything filthy that you
The next step for the three fac- mental College newspaper, is part want,"
Concept of the two week study dation Drama Workshop Thursday States Coast Guard will be on cation."
said Bradley.
He is calling for an orientation ulty, two student member board of a left-wing conspiracy to "unis best described by words of the at 8 p.m. in Morris Dailey Audi- campus tomorrow (November 7)
"College smut is probably one
will be to deliberate on the issues dermine America", Senator Clark
get-together
in
his
office,
ADM
late American poet Carl Sandburg. torium.
of the most important problems
to discuss the opportunities of167, tomorrow at 4 p.m. to map and make a recommendation to
A lecture by Karl Stern, M.D.,
"One of the most important
fered by the Coast Guard Officer plans for regular topics and plans. Academic Vice-President Hobart Bradley told Sunnyvale Repub- confronting us today," he said, and
things a man can learn is how to psychiatrist and professor of psylican Women, Federated, yester- called Foothill College’s "Fairly
be alone . . . how to defeat lone- chiatry is included in next week’s Candidate program, from 10 am. All interested students are invited Burns on the disciplinary fate of day.
Free Thinker" a pornographic
the four students.
to attend the session.
to 2 p.m.
liness. There is a great difference activities.
"These people are aiding and magazine.
abetting the Communist cause by
A poem from the student opinion
using some provisions of the con- journal depicting the Virgin Mary
stitution to destroy our constitu- as a prostitute was Bradley’s main
tion," he said.
concern in his attack on the magaJabberwock News Editor Jim zine.
Brewer said, the "Jabberwock"
Blushing noticeably, the state
was fair in its coverage of Brad- senator read the poem to the
By BARBARA PARKER
immediate supervision of the col- attends all high level meetings. ley. "We asked him questions, lei women. Some members shook their
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
lege president, Dr. Watrel chose He also studies admissions prob- him ramble, and printed it intact." heads and whispered as they lis"It would be very rewarding to tened.
Dr. Albert Watrel, 39, is an un- SJS because President Robert lems and budgetary requirements.
"I frankly feel that what is
As part of his course of study, me to find Senator Bradley lookusual student in many ways. He Clark is well-known and highly rehas his own office, a small garret- garded in the East. Dr. Watrel ex- he has traveled around the state ing at State in total perspective going on is not spontaneous,"
like room in Tower Hall. He uses plains, "I came here to work with visiting other institutions. He ex- instead of the center of Seventh Bradley said. "It is planned, directed and programmed by the
the entire SJS campus as a class- the man, rather than the college." presses interest in the "cluster col- Street," he added.
Academic freedom is being in- Communist conspiracy to undermom.
He says he also wants to be in lege" organization at the UniverDr. Watrel is learning how to the Bay Area since this has been sity of the Pacific in which, inde- terpreted to mean that "you van Mint’ A1111.I’ll’a
become a college president.
the center of student activity and pendent colleges exist within the
He is one of 45 faculty members involvement. He believes this move- university.
CALIFORNIA IDEAS
chosen from U.S. colleges and uni- ment soon will be moving East;
Dr. Watrel feels a study of the
versities to participate in an ad- a situation he may encounter when
ministrative internship sponsored he returns East after completing California system will help him
Because the entire Panhellenic
to understand better the problems
by the American Council on Edu- his internship.
President Robert D. Clark ancation. The program, funded by the
Dr. Clark, he believes, "did a of developing colleges. New York nounced late Friday that he has Council was unable to ratify and
Ford Foundation, provides an ex- remarkable job handling the Black State has just emerged to a Col- removed the probationary status combine all the individual sorority
perience designed to develop the Student problem." At a recent lege of Arts and Sciences. Califor- he imposed upon fraternities for proposals, President Clark extended the deadline to enable the napotential of effective administra- meeting of college presidents in nia’s system has already gone alleged racial discrimination.
tors.
He said he believed "they acted tional Panhellenic Council meeting
Washington, D.C., Dr. Watrel through this development, which
The interns are now attending points out, many administrators New York may have to face, he in good faith in their attempt to In Louisiana to approve their anticolleges of their choice throughout said they considered the situation points out. New York can benefit deal with the problems of minority discrimination proposak.
from some of California’s mistakes group students," as stated in their
the country. All have completed was well handled.
J. Benton White, racial ombudstheir doctorates, have had experiman appointed by Dr. Clark at the
Dr. Watrel considers SJS a and can copy some of California’s anti -discrimination proposals.
The proclamation came after the outset of the campus discriminaence as faculty members, and have "fine institution, but the students ideas, he admits.
Dr. Watrel, his wife, Carole, and fraternities had submitted to Pres- tion uproar, stated late Friday
developed an interest in adminis- underrate it." SJS has an outlast
SepJose
(ration.
ident Clark their proposed draft that he has been "heartened by the
standing staff for both undergrad- family moved to San
FELLOWSHIP
uate and graduate levels, he em- tember. They are now living in which passed unanimously last attitude displayed in the approach
children,
Willow
Glen
with
their
Dr. Watrel was a professor and phasizes. But he cautions that unweek at an Interfraternity Coun- to the problem and the positive and
chairman of the Chemistry De- less the students feel they have a Jane, age 10,i, Susan, age 6,i, and cil meeting.
creative manner with the problems
DR. ROBERT CLARK, SJS president, and Dr. Albert Watrel (I.),
and
Bobby
boys,
identical
twin
Sororities, unable to draft unan- of race.
partment and associate vice presi- fine institution, SJS will become a
who is one of SJS’s most unusual students. He is using our Cam2.
imous
academic
age
affairs
probation
dent
for
at
the
proposals without
"I am most hopeful that the frasecond rate school.
Billy,
pus as a training ground for becoming a college president. He is
Dr. Watrel enjoys California national approval, will remain on ternities will continue to demonState University of New York,
Just how does one learn to beone of 45 faculty members chosen from U.S. colleges and uniglad
"I’m
confesses,
and
weather
probation
Cortland,
when
he
received
the
"pending
No
foradministrative
president?
the conclusion strate the good will evident in
come 11 college
internship sponsored
versities to participate in an
fellowship.
mal program is offered. With Dr. I am not going to see snow this of their negotiation with their na- their proposals by aggressively
by the American Council on Education. The program is designed
tional chapter" which is convened putting their proposals into acSince all interns are under the Clark as his mentor, Dr. NVatrel year."
to develop the potential of effective administrators.
hi New Orleans over the weekend. tion," White said.
Members of the Navy information team on campus Friday denied allegations by former Army
1st. Lt. Michael Rutz that they
were "necessarily one-sided" in
their presentation of Naval officer
programs.
Rutz, now an SJS student, had
set up a table outside of Barracks
=14 where the Navy men were,
to "fill in the gaps" left by their
presentation. In a Spartan Daily
article Friday, Rutz further explained his point of view.
"It’s a hard program to get into
and it’s not easy to survive," said
Lt. Cmdr. V. A. Gonsalves. "We
don’t have a sales pitch," affirmed
Lt. Cmdr. Richard Spencer.
He said the method the team
uses consists of asking questions
of the interested student and answering questions that he might
have.

engined aircraft." "I’m a frustrated jet pilot. I didn’t want
multi-engine yet that’s what I
got," he said.
"We tell all those who come in
here that they have to have a
high flight grade average to get
jets," echoed Spencer.

"We have a budget of $50,000 for a year’s programs

out before the first 11 weeks of
the program.
Later, Spencer said, the man is
then a commissioned officer and
would just be reassigned to nonflying duties.
Concerning Rutz’s charge that
the recruiters had no figures on
pilot casualty rates in Vietnam.
Gonsalves commented, "Apparently he (Rutz) expects every
Navy pilot should know the casualty figures in Vietnam. The Navy
doesn’t send out a newsletter with
the figures."
The minimum tour of duty is
not five years, said Gonsalves.
Both he and Spencer said that although it was conceivable that a
pilot could have as many as two
and one-half tours of duty, it is
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SJS Needs
Firm Policy
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"Those matters which can affect the benefit and harm of all, ought
to be known and heard by all, who may thus attain the beneficial and
Marsilio of Padua
repel the opposite."
KEN BRYANT

Editor

By BILL WRIGHT
Here we go again! President Clark has
postponed another activity. This time it

Advertising Mgr,

KEN BECKER

was the "Day of Concern" program which
was to investigate minority problems.
Again an activity was cancelled at the "demand" of a few students who threatened

Staff Editorial

violence.
A trend seems to be developing. Slowly,
but at an ever-increasing rate, this campus is coming under the rule of the vocal,

Abuse of Freedoms
A great degree of intellectual freedom exists on thi- campus. but it will
of abuse it has
not surtite the
suffered this semester.
Whether or not one !whet es in the
Vietnam star. the military establishment. the draft. or any of the related
crucial issues is his ottn choice. What
he does to support or defeat these
causes is not entirely his choice.
If military persiinnel are invited to
S.IS. these persons have every right
to operate their tables without abuse
or hindrance. If interested parties desire information about the military,
they have a basic right to approach the
table %%idiom IRIS ing to fight through
cromil of emotional demonstrators.
The anti -war groups hate a multitude of anti -war information and arguments. Yet tliey alienate opinion
towartl both themseh es anti their cause

when the sight of a military recruiter
transform them into a shouting. emotional mass of humanity.
If the anti -war groups sincerely desire to sway campus and public opinion their way, they should realize this
won’t happen overnight with mass disturbances. Those with very strong and
justified anti -Vietnam war feelings
could be much more effective if they
set up organized inbormation centers
of their
If they’ll pardon the pun. anti -war
groups have a large arsenal of effective ammunition they can use against
the Vietnam war. but they"%e been firing blanks of late.
Public opinion has been turning
away from support of the war. With a
noire intellectual and Iv
tark. the anti -war factions could gait
support. \ nil they uituldn’t have to
raise a voice or block the passage of
a single draftee or enlistee to do this.
Neither the %sorb] nor it. people can
be changed overnight. Opinion can,
alienated mernight. With
bowel er.
the use ta it little diplomacy_ the same
groups Ishose current tail ii’ are .eifopinion
defeating. could easily stsa
against the \ ietnani conflict.
The et er-increasing S iolence that
has been acrompanying the uork of
the anti -war groups has resulted in
negative piddle opinion. This has the
tendency to cause many fence-straddling. ennotionally -governed members
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rate this campus is coming under the rule.

of the masses to align themselves
know nothing about.

of the mob. The next stepanarchy.

with

This progression of events was initiated

a war they

in the spring of 1966 when an unruly mob

They can only think about "our poor

invaded Dr. Clark’s office demanding the
removal of a student body president. The

boys toyer there." and "these dirty SOB

here." That is ba-

draft dodgers over

sically

administration set up a commission. This
commission was to be a compromise between the protesters and the ASB. The

all that has resulted from the

current tat-tics employed by anti -war
groups who ha%
nitwit

erate

e the intellect to

resultsinconclusive.

op-

Since that time the administration has
set up numerous commissions, boards and
hearing groups. The issues, however, ha

effectively.

nu m.

minority. At an ever increasing

violent

!hopefully. such groups ran find bet-

paths before they destroy intellectual freedom at S.IS and alienate pubW.C.
lic 4i 111(111 permanent! y.
ter

Dr .Strangelove: Or, how I learned lo live with
internal combustion engine.

and

gotten steadily more explosive and col.
government, the issu.

love the

plex. From ASB

have progressed to racial discriminatim.
and foreign policy.
It has become obvious that the "cotmission" system isn’t adequate. Two m
jor events have been postponed already

Thrust and Parry

this semester and there is no reason to
believe that further postponements will

Why Navy Prefers Quiet Conferences
done, that somebody "’twisted arms’ of our
Philosophy Staff" flies in the face of common

Dusel Clarifies Position
On Visiting Nary Team

sense.

F.ditor:
Please convey my thanks to Dr. Peter King
for his open letter of November 3 and the
opportunity it affords to clarify what I understand to be the position of the Navy information team that visited us last week.
Representatives of businesses, industries,
educational and governmental institutions
come on campus, with permission of the College, to give students the opportunity to
learn about their offerings. They do not come
to campaign.
Inasmuch as the Naval officers visited the
campus to provide information to students
who might have been considering Navy enlistment, they felt that arguing or debating
American foreign policy was inappropriate to
their assignments. They felt they could do
their job better through individual interviews
in a quiet atmosphere than through public
forums. I am sore you will agree that we
should respect their feelings.
As for the "interim distinction" that Mr.
King suggests I keep in mind ("Talk turns
into argument and debate when people disagree with each other"), I shall certainly try.
But let me suggest a footnote: Two angry
people can’t communicate very well. one hostile person and a friendly person can’t communicate much better. But two friendly Ivople, each wanting to understand the other,
have a chance to communicate pretty well.
This may help explain the information
teams’ preference for quiet. conferences.
William Dusel.
Evrentive Viee-Fresident

’Nobody Twisted Arms
Of Our Philosophy Staff’
Editor:
As signers of a recent statement supporting
President Clark’s handling of the racial crisis
on campus, we were both surprised and affronted by the allegation made by Prof. Dommeyer that our signatures were obtained under duress.
It is conceivable that something somebody
said to Dommeyer might have led him to believe that this happened in an isolated instance. Rut to claim, as Prof. Dommeyer has

We also believe that his attack on the personal integrity of Prof. d’Abbracci was undeserved, in poor taste, and quite out of place
in an academic community.
Craig R. ffarriuon
John D. Dutton
Philip E. Daviti
faxidin
Phillip
Amon tioldworth
Edward J. Black
Michael Fred Schmidt
Carolyn Crow
Jarrett E. Brock
Faculty, Philosoplis Dept.

’We Give Our Support;
But Only Moral Support’
Editor:
To the gentleman (if I might use the term
so loosely) who asked the crowd at Wednesday’s demonstration why they were not in
Vietnam if they support the President’s policy,
I say this:
It is quite obvious that you support the
Viet Cong. So I ask why you are not in Vietnam fighting for them. I am sure you could
go via Cuba, or East Germany or on a pacifist’s ship containing medical supplies.
The answer is obvious. We each give our
support, but it is only moral support. Do
not say that we are against the United States’
stand in Vietnam on the basis that we are not
over there because lack of physical involvement does not indicate a lack of support. I
support the democratic process but I am not
a politician. I support our laws hut I am not
a lawyer or a policeman. The only difference
between your support and mine is that you
publically utter illogical statements and I.
like most p,mple, stand by in silent wonderment at your twisted morality and lack of
rationale.
Gerald Andrews. A92’70

StudentOffersSuguestion
For Maintaining Security
Editor:
Mr. Burton’s artirle of Wednesday’s Daily
is nothing hat an outdated argument for the
sclevtisc
App;11,ritly he sees hut two

not become "necessary."

choices for maintaining national security. He
chose to support the present unpopular choice.
Here is another.
Initially the selective service system shall
be done away with entirely. The armed forces
will be entirely on an all volunteer system.
To counter the threat of ambitious generals
there shall be a national law requiring all
male civilians between the ages of 18 and 40
to possess a carbine. 500 rounds of ammunition, and to qualify once a year at a firing
range. The government would be required to
furnish the ammunition and the rifle (the
most current model).
Although there would be a three million
martial -minded military they would be in the
midst of a civilian minded guerrilla force
whose numerical numbers would be many
times larger. Generals who may entertain
thoughts of a coup d’etat would consider
heavily the certainty of bringing down the
largest gu(.1-1.,11a army on their troops.
I: ail F, Easier, 819902

What is lacking? To start with there is
no firm, generally understood policy dealing with student problems and complaints.

be

The major problem, however, seems to
the lack of authority and conviction

on the part of the administration. Constant submission to pressure merely establishes more confidence in those who promote disorder. Administrative weakness
dismays supporters within the college and
the community. Total collapse under student pressure disgusts legislatures and
trustees.

will soon descend upon the administration
with more complaints and demands. Other
groups will soon create more disorder and
and possible violence. The list of activities
left to postpone is growing short.

Staff Comment

More Experience Needed
For Spokesman of 23,000
By GREG BALKOVEK
Equal
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and

merit every- premise he may conclude.

equality

And
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loice ill framing the policies of govern-

yet,

Liberation Front
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the
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the facts
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broadcast tor read.
This is dangerous

It/

tillf

10114.11,

Iit

tends to center our citizens’ convictions

so

all

(ALF)

could

member loudly

hear, including a

visiting Navy information team, that "the
discussion

by students at one time or another. From

over classes and meetings on this campus."

of the

war takes

precedence

Who said so? It wasn’t student govern-

time to time there have emerged those,

wasn’t the

Academic Council or

who for some unknown reason, feel they

ment, it

must present themselves as the chosen rep-

college administration. Who gave whom
the authority to represent 23,000 students

resentative spokesman of the whole.
Opinions are like noseseveryone

ht7s

one but not

everyone is an authority

with

personal

years

of

experience

and

who were attending classes and meetings
at the time, in a grass-trampling exercise

to

solely

on the thoughts expressed in the

media.
There is presently, then, a mass brainwashing of the American people. It may
not be deliberate. It most likely is unnomany in and mit of the press.
it is very important to the people

ticed by
But

of this country.
Thu-re should be, however, no attempts
In undermine the rights of a free press,
hull rather, the press should become aware
of its strength and control of the publics.
Instead tif printing murders and car
aecitlents on the front page, and leaving
lllll re worthwhile comments and articles

alleged mass consensus?

profess

No

mountains of data behind him to dom.

Press Freedoms Not Really Alive Today
is perhaps

it

as the

tion has been contemplated and digested

Staff Comment

.locirmilium

always someone

In recent demonstrations an American

the issuis before SJS students since the

Es u’rv topic from Vietnam to discrimina-

is

self-appointed spokesman of the group.

ment .ind college alike have been some of

one!

who step forward have
that is dying
on the vine. Daily their ranks grow thin.
ner as disgruntled members are lost.
With similar objectives in mind, the
sought

By JOHN PHIMIROO

there

every situation who will emerge

Again,

American

are

Other groups

needed soon.

and

courage

and

authority

Policies,
needed

those

publicity for a cause

Professors Against the War executed their
private objectives two weeks ago. They
took it upon themselves to interpret the

War for their students.
They say war is immoral. Of course it
is immoral, and it is a dirty business too.
Flut does a North Vietnamese think of the

Vietnam

immorality when he slays a village of de.
fenseless men and women?
How can college professors, isolated from
the people and the rigors of combat and
government maneuver, truly evaluate our
position? They have an opinion, but they
are not authorities.
There is a distinct difference between
opinion and authority. Authority in usually
based on years of study and experience in

a

given subject, while opinion is clouded

to be hidden aumlutig ads ertisemenlic, the
pr... -Inotold realize its sside teaching ini

with personal

portances to the lllllllll inity
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OPEN HOUSEExecutive committee members
(I. to r.) Dr. Alvin Rudoff, Dr. Raiinder P.
Loomba, and Dr. Ted Benedict, discuss plans for

the Center for Interdisciplinary Studies Open
House, Wednesday, Nov. 15, from 10 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.

Research Projects

New Center Blends Disciplines
Research projects totaling nearly $800,000 in worth are currently
being conducted at the Center for
Interdisciplinary Studies, a first of-its kind organization.
The Center, located in Building
F on Ninth and San Carlos Streets,
was conceived in 1966 to provide
facilities for research covering
more than one field and to provide on-campus employment in research projects for students.
The research project of Dr.
Rajinder P. Loomba, professor of
electrical engineering, prompted
formation of the group, although
the original problem had been discussed over the coffee cups many
times before.
While conducting rsearch in scientific manpower, Dr. Loomba
found he must also do research in
other fields such as psychology.
He was faced with the problem of
where to begin in a discipline essentially foreign to him. Talking
to other professors, he found they
had the same problem in interdepartmental studies.
COLLECT ’FIRST
A series of meetings followed
and finally a constitution was developed. The final act was recognition by the college administration.
The Center is the first of its

kind in any state college Dr. Ted
Benedict, associate professor of
speech, states that even the University of California at Berkeley
does not have a center for interdisciplinary studies. One problem
of research, believes Dr. Benedict,
is that "most disciplines tend to
develop intolerance and of course
there is the lack of communication."
Currently the Center has active
research groups in the areas of
Deviance and Deprivation, Intergroup Relations, Manpower Research, Communications and Media
Research and Technology and Social Change.
MANPOWER REPORT
Last year the Manpower Research Group sponsored a national
symposium at SJS, drawing prominent people in the field of engineering and scientific employment.
Various research projects and
panel discussions were reported
and portions of the Center’s findings were included in the President’s Manpower Report.
The Center also plans to sponsor
a colloquia (a series similar to the
Faculty Book Talks), conferences
and speakers.
The Center seeks people with
something to offer,’ who are active
and will contribute something to

CHEMISTS, B.S.

By SUE SIEG sT
tartan Dally Staff Writer
The growing problem of what
to do with increasing leisure time,
caused by decreasing working
hours, is just one of the matters
with which a college recreation
department concerns itself.
With one of the first and largest
recreation departments in the
United States, SJS produces more
graduates in recreation than most
institutions in the country.
Donald F. Shin, professor of
recreation, says, "Demand is so
great for graduates that many are
going right into administrative
and supervisory positions."

ANALYTICAL
CHEMIST. PH. D.
POSTDOCTORAL
FELLOWS

An outstanding international research reputation
is being established by today’s young scientists
in steroid chemistry, molecular and hormone
biology, and pharmaceutical development.
Major contributions have been made to medical
science, including highly effective new antiinflammatory medicines and the synthesis of
the first orally active progestational agent which
became a basic ingredient in oral contraceptives.
This creative environment also includes institutes
of clinical medicine and animal health, a new
pharmaceutical production complex, and an
international pharmaceutical marketing
organization.

the social good immediately rather
GLAMOROUS
than someone just interested in
SJS Recreation graduates find
the, grant money or abstract conwork in numerous areas, ranging
cepts, states Dr. Loomba,
in nature from the glamourous to
SCHOLARSHIP
those requiring a self-sacrificial
What does the Center offer to dedication to others.
Katherine F. O’Bitz, a recent
the research -minded? Says Dr. Alvin Rudoff, associate professor of recreation graduate of SJS, was
anthropology and sociology and selected as part of a five-man proCenter director, -The main thing fessional recreation team to serve
we offer is space and secretarial in Vietnam.
Her position involves re-discovhelp. But for the student and faculty it gives the opportunity to ery and promotion of Vietnamese
explore interdisciplinary scholar- cultural activities, mass construction of recreation equipment, and
ship activity."
Dr. Loomba added that the Cen- the preparation of reference mater can offer know how. Members terials to be used by trained South
in the various departments can Vietnamese recreation leaders.
refer a researcher to proper sources. The Center also has an extensive bibliography as well :is two
libraries, the conventional library
with books in the various disciplines and a tape library currently
being developed.
To upper division and graduate
students the Center can offer guidance, time and information they
can’t find in any other single department. For student and faculty
alike, "it offers the rare opportunity for a person to know someone
in another department and to focus on the interdisciplinary approach," stated Dr. Rudoff.

If you are interested in exploring our research,
quality control, postdoctoral or industrial
engineering opportunities in Palo Alto, California,

arrange today for an interview with our
representatives. They will be on campus Tpesday,
November 14, 1967.
If an interview cannot be arranged, we would be
delighted to receive your resume or inquiry to
Mr. Ted Kromer.

GRADUATES
Other graduates find it more
appearing to work as social directors for steamship lines, resorts, private camping areas, dude
ranches and vacation farms.
Professional recreation staffs
for apartment and housing developments is a growing trend that
demands educated directors and
leaders.
Sinn relates, "Leisure, whether
handled in a therapeudic or amusement vein, is a vital element of
the American way which is too
often taken for granted."

Syntex is a rapidly expanding ethical
pharmaceutical company where graduating
students will he involved in many area: of
activity.
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OPEN NIGHTS
MONDAY THRU
THURSDAY

f4ettiBOOK
STORE

330 SOUTH 10TH ST.
SAN JOSE

INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPEN
ALL DAY
SATURDAY
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ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES
for Seniors and Graduates in

MECHANICAL, AERONAUTICAL,
ELECTRICAL, CHEMICAL,
CIVIL, MARINE,
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING,
PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY,
METALLURGY, CERAMICS,
MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
COMPUTER SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING SCIENCE,
ENGINEERING MECHANICS

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 15
Appointments should be made
In advance through your
College Placement Office

Pratt &
Whitney
Aircraft
IAn

OPIR
UN,
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N
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AWS, Circle K
To Collect Food
For City’s Needy

J
c
Says Too Many Trying
otuaent
To Help Families on East Side

Circle K service club and
Associated Women Students
tAWS) will hold their annual
"Operation Thanksgiving" food
drive beginning Thursday until
November 16.
Commuter students may contribute in collection boxes which
will be placed throughout the
campus. Campus living centers
will have their own collection
boxes. Boxes will be collected
on November 16 and 17.
All food collected during "Operation Thanksgiving" is donated to the Salvation Army in
San Jose for distribution to
needy families. Last year the
organization raised 8,163 cans
of food which fed over 500
families. There also was food
left over which was distributed
to more families until March.
Each year a contest is held
between campus living centers.
Last year’s sweepstakes trophy
went to Washburn Hall, with
Toad Hall winning first place.

(Editor’s note: This is the first
of two parts relating Ail erperiancirs
of three 5.1$ nursing majors who
worked in slum areas this summer
with the Student Health Organise.
tion. The next article will tell the
summer of Marion %us,/ and Vicki
Vernig, who worked in Now York
City’s Southeast Irons.)

Spartan Daily Classifieds

In honor of Diwali, the Indian
Festival of Lights, the International Student Organization
(ISO) will hold an Indian dinner with entertainment on Fri.

Eta acerb...11v Leolarar

SPECIALISTS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSIONPOWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS.
CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INcLuDE AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Like Ringing 20,000
Doorbells

Nowadays there are so many
people and organizations trying
to help low-income families in
San Jose that they are becoming
Immune to offers of aid.
At least, this is the impression
Leanne Amster, junior nursing
major at SJS, received while
working this summer with the
Student Health Organization
(SHOI in the Mayfair District
in East San Jose.
Leanne was one of 100 nursing and medical students placed
by the SHO in cities throughout
California to work with estab-

lished health programs. This is
the second summer SHO, formed
two years ago by medical and
nursing students throughout the
United States, has worked on
such projects, which are sponsored by the federal War on Poverty program.
Participating students were
placed in groups of from two to
six throughout California.
Leanne worked on a birth control education project with the
Planned Parenthood Association
of San Jose, an organization
with headquarters on 16th
Street.
"Our primary goal was to educate people in East San Jose
about the advantages, facilities
and methods of birth control
and about conception and contraception," says Leanne. She
worked quite a bit through the

Indian Celebration Slated
Fifth of a series

Meet Doubting Donna Montrezza student,

day. Nov. 17, 6-8 p.m.. St.
Paul’s Methodist Church, 10th
and San Salvador.
The menu includes such
dishes as chicken curry, garbanza bean curry, spiced Indian rice
with vegetables, and Indian
bread.
Tickets will be 75 cents for
members and $1.25 for non-members and the general public, and
can be purchased in ADM201.
The Festival of Lights is a
celebration in India commemorating the changing of the seasons.
Te ISO is organized for the
purpose of promoting understanding and friendship between
the American and foreign students on campus.
Every spring the organization
sponsors International Week,
highlighted by the International
Ball and the Food Bazaar.

SPAGHETTI
Iggll A few months ago Donna
Montrezza saw an advertisement
for a Reading Dynamics Demonstration which GUilkeINTEED
that her reading speed would be
at least tripled, with good comprehension, in the short span of eight
weeks; and told about people like
herself who had increased their
reading speed by seven or eight
times. But Donna doubted.
IIER Doubting Donna attended
the demonstration fully prepared
to challenge the dramatic advertising claims, and, substantially
convinced that she could not be
helped by what she considered
"novelty reading techniques."
PM] At the demonstration Donna
saw a motion picture with impressive testimonials from men in high
public office who had taken the
Reading Dynamics course. She
participated in a personal reading
test, the results of which were
known only to her, and she determined that she read a little faster
than the average national reading

She now reads over
3,300 words per minute.
It all started at an
Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics
Demonstration.
speedbut still a slow 486 words per minute.
After an illustrated lecture, she joined the
audience in asking candid questions about the
techniques and rewards of Reading Dynamics.
To Donna’s surprise she discovered that
the Reading Dynamics Institute has taught
over a quarter of a million students and
that it was the largest and fastest growing
school of its kind. She learned that the
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics course

of the Santa
Clara County Economic Opportunity Commission.
She gave formal talks to
mother’s clubs and home management clubs, and frequently
asked women who seemed to be
leaders in their community to
area serx tee centers

is the definitive rapid -reading
course in the world today. Still
Donna doubted.
But having an adventuresome spirit, she enrolled in the
course anyway. "Eight weeks
later," Donna says, "my reading
speed increased from 486 to over
3,300 words per minute. Today,
I can read an average novel in less
time than it takes me to watch the
Ed Sullivan television show on
Sunday night."
1163 A freshman science major
at West Valley Junior College,
Donna begirs four years of hard
studies with an incredible talent
and skill few of her classmates
have. She now reads faster and better than she ever d reamed possible.
And Donna still doubts.
R3 She doubts that she ever
could have achieved her full potential as a college studentand
as a personhad she not equipped
herself with the important educational breakthrough called Reading Dynamics.

ALL YOU CAN EAT,
MONDAYTHURSDAY
OPEN
72

6 AM. -I I

P.M,

E. Santa Clara

STFAK
ANGELO’S HOUSE

LEANNE AMSLER
... works on East Side
Invite friends and neighbors into their homes for informal talks
and question and answer periods
on birth control.
But "it took us about six or
seven weeks to get inside their
homes," says Leanne. "They
were unresponsive because so
many people are trying to help
them that they have become
immune to it."
Leanne says her summer was
a profitable one because "we
got involved with a lot of the
of the families beproblems
sides that of birth control which
we were mainly concerned
with."
CO-REC VOLLEYBALL
Students interested in competing in the All-College volley
ball tournament should sign up
in front of the college bookstore Monday. Wednesday or
Friday between 10:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. this week.
The volley ball tournament,
sponsored by Co-Rec will be
held November 15th at 7:30
p.m. Teams must consist of 3
boys and 3 girls.
Deadline for applications will
be Friday, November 10. Applications should be submitted
to the recreation office in the
PER building.
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Smart Indians
Taught Them
"How"

See Free Demonstration This Week
SAN JOSE
IIYATT HOUSE
4..1. Nov. 8, 8:1111 P.M.
Thurs., Nov. 9, 8:00 P.M.
Sat., Nov. 11, 10:30 A.M.

Authentic in every detail. Butter-soft upper leath-

wrap around your footIndian style. Hand -sewn
fronts, too. You’ll go for the look of these genuine
moccasins and you’ll save because they’ll stand up
to rough wear. Colors? The coolest!

ers

You Can Win A Free Scholarship

A WORTHMORE SHOE . . .

$14.95

e430100
Fve !VII W00,1

The Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics
Institute offers special group programs to
business, private schools and recognized
organizations. These group classes are
tailored to your specific needs and schedules. Contact the Reading Dynamics
office which is nearest you for additional
information or references on the many
firms and organizations we have served
in this way.

EVE I AIN WOOD

READING
DYNAMICS
INSTITUTE
St. Louis Office
Meramec Building ill South

Mcramcc
St. Louis, Missouri 63105
Telephone PA 6-3150

Reading Dynamics Institute, Dept.. 40
Ill South Meramec, St. Louis, Missouri BIM
[] Please send descriptive folder and schedule of
classes in my area.
fl Mau- send information on rtUnpany dances.
Li Please have your industrial development representative contact me.
11-6.67

DOWNTOWN 71 S. kt St.
9 to 9 Mon. & Thurs.
9 to 5:30 other days
VALIDATED PARKING

FIAMP
ADDRESS

min% r

Plint4F
I ITV

STA1F

FLORSHEIM
SHOE SHOP

TIP

Stevens Creek PlArn
3059 Stevens Creek Blvd.
930 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. weekdays
9 30 cm. to 5:30 p.m. Sat.

On the Air
Tete% ision
KNTV, (it 11, Today
8:30 ant.- -SJS Reports: Campus
News and Sports
34, Today
KTE11,
12 Noon SJS Rep(wts
a
0

0

3

HENRI HONEGGER will perform in concert Wednesda, evening
in Concert Hall. A New York critic said Honegger is ’’concerned
only with communicating the content of the music he plays, and
that in the most simple and unaffected way possible."

Tickets Still Available
For Honegger Concert
Tickets are still available for
the Henri Honegger cello concert to be presented Wednesday
night at 8:15 in Concert Hall.
Tickets may be purchased at the
Student Affairs Business Office.
General admission is $2, student rate is $1.
Honegger, born in Geneva,
studied at the Conservatoire
there before going to Leipzig to
continue his studies with Julius
Klengel.
He was with Alexanian and
Pablo Casals at the Ecole Normale in Paris. and later studied
with Emanuel F’citermann.

BUY
GRAHAM
will be the keynote speaker at
the Urbana Missionary
Conference
December 27th through 31st
in Chicago, Illinois
For further information
call 298-1506 or 244-5923
INTER-VAPSITY
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

HIIBB
BARBER
SHOP
Razor Nits &
Hairstyling
Open Mon. thr

He has appeared as soloist,
not only with the best-known
orchestras of Europe, but also
in North and South America,
and Africa.
Honegger gave the first performance in Britain of the
"Sonata da Camera" for ’cello
and orchestra by B. Martini’ under the direction of Ansermet.
He also performed this work at
the Biennial Festival in Venice,
and at the festivals of contemporary music in such places as
Frankfurt and Paris.
His program for the evening
includes Beethoven’s Sonata No.
4 in G Major (Op. 102, No. 1),
Brahms’ Sonata No. 1 in E
Minor (Op. 381, Frank Martin’s
Ballade, and a Debussy Sonate.
He will be accompanied on
piano by Claire Honegger.

"tIat.

to
Roberta book store
LoraIed next

Tentative Casting Set
For lbsen’s ’Gynt’
Tentative casting has been
completed for Iben’s tragic
comedy. "Peer Gynt," the Drama
Department’s third production
this semester. Opening night has
been set for Dec. 1 with presentations also on Dec. 2 and Dec.
6-9.
James Hubbard, fresh from his
role as Ben Gant in the last
Drama Department production,
"Look Homeward Angel," has
been given the lead.
The play has a walloping 35
parts, which will be played by
somi5 2:3 actors and actresses.
Versatile Alan Thompson will
play four parts. Phil Biltoft and
Dennis Koc.jen will each handle
three parts.
Gary Bothum, another veteran
of ’*Look Homeward Angel,"
will play two parts, as will Randy Wright, John Weldon, Wes
Finlay and Rex Hays.
Aase will be played by Elizabeth Norys and Lee Marks will
be Anders.
Other cast members are Liz
Bored, Cindy Couts, Susan Harder, Jeffry Holzhouer, Nedra
Abend Kathy Tempel, Kathy
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V Vs. FOREIGN CARS,
8395 and up
Repairs: (Parts all extra.)
a. 7.4a)
Tatte-up
13.911
Clutch ,lob
Val% e Job
Brake Job
All Body IT ork at I ow Prices
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HEAD LAMP GLASS
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SIRAKY MOTORS
939 E. El Camino Real
736-9720

SUNNYVALE
Between Wolfe and Ham Roads

Come gather ’round people
Wherever you roam
And admit that the waters
Around you have grown.
And accept it that soon
You’ll be drenched to the bone,
If your time to you is worth savine
Then you better start swimmin’
Or you’ll sink like a stone,
For the times they are a-changinl!
4,k & SOn ill
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Bob Dylan
TED & WILLIE VAUGHN
invite you for a . . .
FREE 20c soft drink
with purrhese over 59c
good all year.

A

rd Student Body card or this Ad. Mt offer is

DINNERS
Dinners ser,ed w+11 roll, trench fries, or belred potato.
.89
1.29
1.49
1.99
.29 & .49
.74
.79
1.19

1/2 Lb. Ground Round
Top Sirloin
New York Steak
I 6 Oz. 1-Bone
Burgers
Steerburgers
Steak Sandwich
Chicken Plate

MONDAY NITE SPECIAL
Top Sirloin

1.09

DRAFT BEER
21 No. Mnrknt St.
Downtown San JO’.

Open From 11.00 A.M.
297-9659

Available for banquets and parties.

To communicate

is

$ .79
1.35
1.25
1.35
5.95
7.95
5.95
29.90

Factory Guaranteed

An art exhibition displaying
ancient art forms through modern works will open today and
continue through Nov. 22 in the
Art Gallery.
"The Magnificent Image," exhibition was organized by John
Hunter, director of the art gallery.
Presenting a cross section of
the Bay Area’s private and public collections of art, the display
will feature Philippine santos,
Greco-Etru.scan and pre-Columbian sculpture, in addition to Japanese prints and Persian miniatures.

Students wishing to improve
their French may use the French
Club Workshop. every Wednesday, from 3 to 4:30 p.m. in Room
8A of Building N.
"Atilier Francise" has been
formed by faculty and students
to aid in matters of conjugation, conversation and pronunciation.

III

VOLKSV :1GEN PARTS PRICES
..1II Parts Original German \lade

Ancient, Modern
At Gallery Today

Language Workshop

(/-ft p.111

R&M-FM, 90.7 me.. Today
9:55 p.m. Spartan Newsline:
International, National,
Local, and State news with
Larry Galvin
5-7 p.m.Music and
Commentary
5:15 p.m.- Voices of Vista
5:30 p.m.Lockheed Digest
5:55 p.m.--Sportsline: National
and Campus Sports Coverage
with Hal Ramey
6:30 p.m.House of Science
6:55 p.mSpartan Spectrum:
An In-Depth Look at Campus
News with Valerie Dickerson
and Dave Silverbrand
7:00 p.mGuide to Music
7:15 p.m. The Gramophone
Shoppe: Classical Music and
Composers with Steven
Robert Waldee
8.00 p.m.Music and
Commentary
8:30 p.m.- What Your Credit
Bureau Knows About You
8:55 p.m.- Spartan Focus: An
Intensified Look at an Important Current Event Involving
the Campus Community
9:00 p.m. --Sign Off
KXRX-AM, 1500 kes., Today
8:00 amSpartan Spectrum
8:05 am.- Sportsline
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Tragic Cimedy

the beginning of understr.mding
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Stubborn Spartans Finally Wilt, 28-7 Frosh
"PARTA"A"

Gridders
Shutout Gators

A stublaan Spartan defense kept possession of the loall the inr joirity
tall.
of the time in the se, r.
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ood dethank, to, the Took.o..
a half in Saturday’s
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fans in Smortan Sunburn, out the
well-balanced Cowboys cashed in
on SJS errots for twoo thiid guarIii ’1i.. and a convincing 28-7 victor’
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114-0 victory over an out claso,
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San Francisco State frosh squad
Friday afternoon in Spartan Stadium.
SJS scored the first time they
had possession of the ball, driv80 yards in 14 plays. The drive
wag eulminated on a one yard
plunge by halfback Bob Galmeisten. TN. Spartabahes lined up for
the extra point but in the process
took too much time and were penalized five yards. The attempted
conversion by Bob Lewis was wide
to the left and the score was 6-0
with half a minute remaining in
the first quarter.
On their next drive San Jose
lost a golden scoring opportunity
inside the San Francisco 20 when
there was a mixup in signals between quarterback George Oreglia
and the center. SFS recovered the
fumble and that ended the drive.
San Jose’s next score came on
the ensuing series. The Spartababes began their attack on the
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50-1
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CGS

IP al

.

hit

o rat lien,. line:. roe .
10 seiionil qua!
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25,Y a rd

isuke a
Don Jack.... ...id ,.;o1
.1
.nd zone

19’

.unning
parked ii1 .
S’ shin
and tall>. \-f
punt
turned zio
!oneMoe.,
to his own 10
the Cowboy, led 11-0.
Then SJS played its usual game
of giveaway. Linof,:wkoor Jim ’loos.,
roared around Iv *..e.;on left end
nirdin ii ni
and blocked a
oo:
from the end /ow.
Peseatore res,,,.er in.; ho the -1-1)
S -I’ u.
made it
Kicker Jero
21-0 and &IS hope, ool an upset
.appeared

10c

Kleenex

5c

3 Hershey Bars

10e

2 Rolls Toilet Paper
1 Roll Jumbo Towels

19c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c

2 Bars Ivory Soap

Sc
5c

Ajax Cleanser

29c

Crest large size

l’1..VV
;.

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4th 8, William
6th 8 Keyes
10th 84 Taylor
13th & Julion

FOI-RTH CjI-ARTER stORE
Holman finally got the
on the scoreboard early in the
fourth quarter with a 26-yard passto Rudy Luehs. The big plays in
the 80-yard drive were 41 and 15
’ yard receptions by Spartan end
Dwight Tucker.
But the Cowboys ram,- rioht
baek and scored on a 77-yard drive.
9"’. flung had its second string
but it moved well iigainst
ot Spartan defense that was broken
by this time.
Tucker, playing end on both of
fense and defense, P.ened in a tremendous perform: e. He caught
/ yards and led
seven aerials for
the Spartan def,Asse in tackles.
The 6-4, 18 land junior also
I orced Iwo \V suing fumbles In
from behind
smacking To,,,no
I.05
while he wa-; I..

T:) 6 P.TKI:ii
90 3P0E Npilis,14G SAT.EVENINGS

discount records inc.

SAN JOSE S LARGEST RECORD STORE OVER 40,000 LP’S

SALE
ENTIRE

OF

CATALOG

:. LIBERTY
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SELECT
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. d 4 79
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JIlm

Grid Crown at Stake Today
the traternity son Ivinle rolling up 171. Only
Thcla
ehampionship 0 Ii an 8-1 record. I one other team besides Phi Mu Chi
They edged ATO 21-6 on the last seas able to, o:ore agallr,i them.
Theta Chi e, led by ,luartrrliack
day of the season. ATO finished
MTh a 7-1-1 mark.
:Ile and Them won the
Ir!ague with an almost -flawhos 7-0-1 record. Thr, only lean;
they couldn’t beat 6., Phi Mu Ch.
I165, Me and Thion won the who hold them to aN 6 draw.
’II, f,
.1,P, 7 771 of allowI ill 11,
Highlights and play-by-play ac ’
.,ent cow
seaIlan of today’s Intramural All College football championship
-Atiaitnas.,*.pai...saterialaaiaaosizagialascsaaanssoacssasosisestrsalsay
will be aired over lisolS-1:34
(90.7 tile) tonight at 8.
The taped coverage of the
event will he handled by Earl
Hansen and Steve Dini.

77
Me and Them \Alit
11
its third in/Ia.-enroll
I
, idloo
’ ’Ii;,mteonslr I
i, ’-i:. che oa I.15
when it nu- i
Ilold
Canna:,
in on the South
independent league .....ifilers
(’1, 1011
I the
, nar In. beating Alpha Tau

KSJS To Broadcast
All-College Contest

As This Week’s
Dr), Cleaning

, ve

Mercer, who tossed five
touchdown passes against Theta
Xi in a game this year, Mike Morrissey, Steve Wilson, Tenny War1-en and Greg Buchanan.
Me and Them is pacts{ by quarterback Paul O’Brien. Curt Ely,
Jim Lotz, John Ekwall, Jim Miller, and Stan Silbert.

519

f.

Nifty Gritty Dirt Band

Plain Skirts

,

Jackie De Shannon

,

Gary Lewis

Regular

Johnny Mann Singers
Tommy Garrett

VIKKI CARR

AND MANY MORE

INC1UDINC. HIP LATEST
"IT MUST BE HIM

JAZZ SPECIAL

.

’BLUE NOTE
COMPLETE CATALOG

69

- FEATURING:

o

ALLIGATOR BOGALOO
LOU DONALDSON
’I
o

JIMMY

MONO OR
STEREO
SMITH
PLUS MANY MORE

POP SPECIALS
YOUR CHOICE
GUTHRIE
ALICE S RES

ARLO

PROCOL HARUM
MAMAS & PAPAS
GREATEST HITS

FREE

Ask about our
SENIOR FINANCE PLAN

2.99

ONLY

NO IMMEDIATE CASH OUTLAY
FOR QUALIFIED STUDENTS

WINDS OF CHANGE
THE ANIMALS

YOU CAN START MAXIMUM
PROTECTION RIGHT NOW

CLEAR LIGHT
ALL

YOUNGBLOODS
SIR WITH LOVE

TO

THE PAUPERS

Donald K. IIIIT111:111is011

FOR FULL INFORMATION,
CALL TODAY

SOUNDTRACK
tAtic., 1It/rIPUN

PARKING

292-1052

List 539

THE SPOILER
S TURRPENTINE

1010/10 ralCIS

4950

CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
Sin .4st ore eciol

’

iscount
records inc.
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.

Icons Wu et

It

11:::=1
Viotti.
ust MO 44444 MI I, L Ate

246-3474
99C N. REDWOOD AVE
SAN JOSE
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY/MENLO PARK

ikins Lombard Top
L.B. in 1 4-1 3 Thriller
second quarter before the Spartan
offense came alive.
!Akins hit on two shots inside
of two tninutes and Steve Hoberg
followed with another goal to
bring the score to 7-5 Long Beach
at half-time.

After trading two goals with
Long Beach, the Spartans popped
in three goals inside of one minute
to give San Jose the lead for the
Hist time, 10-9, with 3:30 gone
in the third period. Dan Landon,
Greg Hind and Likins scored for
SJS. Hind’s shot tied the score
and Likins’ shot gave SJS the lead.
Saari tied the score for the
49ers with one minute remaining
in the third period, followed by
another Likins goal, Tom Grimm
knotted the score at 11-11 for
LB. at the close of the quarter.
In the pressure -packed fourth
period, Dennis Belli threw a half
court shot into the goal to give
San Jose a 12-11 margin with
- -rids- left in the game 5:15 left. Dennis Putnam and
with
Jose a 14-13 Saari teamed up to give Long
which gone .
Beach a 13-12 lead with only three
trium)h.
Lombard came in as goalie in minutes remaining.
San Jose fought hack, as they
the second quarter and turned
hack 14 shots by Long Beach. One had all day, with Greg Swan takof the shots was a penalty throw ing a pass from Steve Hoberg and
by Bob Saari, which would have tieing the score with 2:30 left.
With 25 seconds remaining Long
given the 49’ers an 8-5 lead at
Beach committed their 30th team
half-lime.
San Jose was down by fivo. foul, giving Likins his game winpoints, 7-2, midway through the ning sh"1-

Bruins Win

goiden 11114.4 Cleatieto
25 S. 3rd Street

TOUGH GOALIEDennis Lombard, seen in action earlier this
year, turned back Long Beach time and again Friday afternoon
as the Spartans downed the tough 49ers 14-13. Lombard blocked
14 shots including one penalty throw.

By GARY BENJAMIN
Spartan platy sports Writer
Sparkling performances by Jack
Likins and goalie Dennis Lombard
powered the Spartan water pololots past a tough Long Beach
State
squad Friday afternoon at
asinminnininiffinwinnnninunnu
the Santa Clara International
Swim Center.
It was Likins who gave the
p,rtnns their first goal in the
game and it was his penally throw
FALL SPORTS
The hunch season begins Thursday, Nov. 9. Games are played for
30 minutes or 50 points and last
from 6:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
’rho- UCLA Bruit’ a aler poloTurkey trot entries are due Fribits proved, before a tull house
day.
at Santa Clara International
The bowling tournament begins
Swint (’enter, why they are untoanorrow. Matches are twice a
defeated and ranked first ill the
week at the Alma Bowl anti start
nation Saturday morning.
at 3:45 p.m.
TI11. Bruins battled a stubborn
The gym will be open today,
Spartan polo mime o an 8-4 victomorrow and Wednesday for badtory. Later that ,11,’1.111.0n. !QS
minton and hunch practice.
downed 1".(.. Santa Barbara. 9-3.

Intramurals

()(n.

NOW 69e

ALL ALBUMS BY

FEATURING

Ames

Nancy

by Jon Koski

Me and Them vs. Theta Chi

AS:

Canned Heat

b.
phoio

Carr

Vikki

.0reglia eon.ard lit
! o hI I .1 141 a 15 yard pass to split
od Butch Ellis, moving the ball
the 26.
Two successive running plays by
,:,11.neister put the hall on the 16.
Oreglia then went to the air. Ile
completed a six yarder to flanker
Sam Crowell, threw an inwmpletion and then came hack with a
10 yard strike to Crowell for the
score. SJS added two more points
on the conversion and the score
at halftime was 14-0.
In the second half neither team
could suStain an effective drive
because of fumbles, interceptions
and penalties. The Spartababes
had a chance to score in the fourth
quarter when they recovered a
fumble on the six yard line. The
San Francisco State defense stirfined and the Spartababes attempted a fake field goal. Oreglia’s pass
tipped the outstretched fingers of
Crowell lind fell to the ground.
The win evened the freshmen’s
record at 2-2. This Friday the team
closes the season in Fremont
against the Ohlone Junior College
Saints,

weeks ago. The 5-7, 145 pound scooter has
snared 10 passes for 190 yards and two ’ID’s
in five games this year.

AW, YOU DON’T SCARE MESpartan flanker -end Glenn Massengale makes a cut on Pacific’s Steve Meier during the UOP game two

FROM

ARNSTS

SUCH

69

99

ONE
WEEK
ONLY
MONO OR
STEREO

anti

made it stand up for a hard fought

13.,ssure

(*ouch I
played admir Itmis ha" i,. I
but Wyoming’s o.venth-i
;
dominano
al
.
7,2 yin:its 71
othri
s., opt lei’

,Innen football teal

seored twice in the first half

. Hamilton 3784177

SECURITY
MUTUAL LIFE
NEI3RASKA

Monday Night
Folk Singing
citakey:5
king,
4q(iiN
East

San

Jose

Still Undefeated
less season indicated. Inside right
’{abine Mara did a good job on
lffense until an injury forced him
’tut of the game.
Wildcat goalie Dave Litzelman
handled all but one of the Spartans’ 22 shot attempts.
Bright spots for the Spartans
were Bert Manriquez and Bob
Reed. Manriquez was steady on defense with good head balls and
’teed helped the offense with his
-onstant hustle.
The Spartan defense held the
Wildcats to just five shots on the
goal as goalie Frank Mangiola
gained his fourth shutout of the
season.

396 SOUTH FIRST ST.
"TO

VALUABLE BOOTER-Spartan soccer player Ed Storch, is continuing his torrid pace this year that earned him All-American
honors last season. Storch has scored seven goals in seven games
and leads the squad in assists.

Storch Booms,
Spartans Win
By BOB StURBEIJ.
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Cries of "Boom, Ed boom" fill
the soccer field when Spartan center forward
the

ball

Ed

toward

Storch

dribbles

the

opposing

team’s net.
And "boom" he does.
The 22-year-old senior has one
of the hardest kicks on the team
and when he lets one fly, it often
means the Spartans are one goal
richer.
Storch came to America in 1962
from the Commercial Institute of
Chile where he played soccer and
basketball.
He transferred to SJS from Contra Costa J.C. in 1965 and broke
Into the Spartan varsity squad
despite the fact that Contra Costa
did not have an organized soccer
team.
In his first year with the Spartans, Storch turned in a fine performance, scoring 14 goals and
leading the team in assists.
Against Davis he tied a Spartan
record of five goals in a game as
SJS routed the Aggies 10-2.
Referees and opposing coaches
were so impressed that they voted
him a second team All-American
spot.
Coach Julie Menendez has high
Praise for Starch. who was second

in team scoring last year only to
Henry Camacho.
Storch is a good ball distributor
and a good ball handler. He is a
double threat who can push the
ball to a man if he is open or he
can score himself if the opportunity arises.
’He played all the games for
us last year and has played every
minute of every game this year.
"The defense has the advantage
in soccer so the scorer has to be
a real ’schemer" and Storch falls
into that category. A ’schemer’ is
a clever ball handler who can
maneuver the ball so the offense
can get a three-on-two," Menendez
said.
Storch has very definite opinions
on the superiority of European
soccer players over American ones.
"Soccer was the only physical
education course offered at the
grammar school I went to," Storch
said, "and after school the kids
would go home and play soccer
in the streets. Kids in Chile can
not afford to buy baseball gloves
and bats or footballs so they make
a soccer ball out of rolled -up rags
and play barefoot."
Who can argue with him?
Europe has produced some fine
soccer players and FA Storch is
certainly carrying on the tradition.

Frosh Trio Guide
Poloists In Rout
Three Spartan frosh water poloists guided the Spartababes to
their second big win of the week
Thursday as SJS downed Fremont
High School, 17-2, in Spartan
pool.
Bob Wake, Jim Williamson and
John Miles poured in five goals
each to lead the Spartans in scoring. Keith Bonner and Paul Mihalow added one each.
The Spartans got off to a fast
start on two goals by Miles in the
first period. Wake and Bonner
also tallied in the opening quarter.
In the second period San Jose
added four more goals on shots
by Williamson, Wake and Miles.
Goalie Jim Valentine held Fremont to just one goal in the second
and fourth quarters while stopping
11 shots,

"GEORGY GIRL"

EVERY NIGHT

NOW 42.50

BEER - - - 1CY A GLASS
MAGOO’S HIDEAWAY
123 SOUTH 4th
ACROSS tRoll SJS 1.1111/ I RI

EVERY MONDAY

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
SERVICE STATION ATTENDANTS, no
experience necessary. Full or part time.
REUNION, CLASS OF 1962. Washing- Come in or call Guaranteed Employton High. Fremont, on November 24. ment Agency
294-1117
510 N. 1st St.
Information 797-4880 or 287.0785.
"TO THE RATS who swiped my shoes GIRL WANTED FOR part time job as
- I dedicate my callouses to you!!! cashier. Excellent pay. Call 297-2002
Bev. A."
ask for the chef. Garden City Hofbrau.
$1 GETS YOU DATES for the rest of
HOUSING 151
Spartan
Dating
Call
your
the semester.
Service 297-4140.
RATE YOUR DATE with a clear car. FURN. PRIVATE ROOM, kit. prin. 660
ASTOR’S COINOP AUTO WASH, 732 S. 11th St. Private entrance - exit.
547.50/mo. 292-9739. Men only.
S. 1st St. Open 24 hours.
AUTOMOTIVE 121

LOST AND FOUND 161
REWARD: PILOT log book, Hemmi
Slide Rule and black binder. Call Ron
292-0654.
LOST: BROWN WALLET on 10-31.
Vicinity of 11th & William. Cell Doug
295-1486. REWARD.
FOUND - ENGAGEMENT RING nor-f 11th & E. San Fernando. Inquire
t908 ask for Donna.
PERSONALS 171

CUSTOM
MADE CONTEMPORARY
weddrig rings. Original jewelry in cast
Over. Geo. Larimore 354-1273/
-told
&
MALE: ROOM WITH private entrance
icr
Kitchen privileges. 86 S. 12th St. 298
NOW OPEN: FARRELLS ENGLISH Fish
7392.
4. Chips Shop. S. 11th & E. San Carlos.
WEEKEND AT SOUTH Lake Tahoe. 4 Authentic recipe from the C3Id Country.
bdon., 2 bath, 2 story log cabin. Beds Open 4 o.rn. to 10 p.m. daily.
for up to 15 people. $75 for 3.4 day IF YOU SEW, you should know quality.
weekend to resp. groups. Call Palo Alto if you know quality, you should know
323.1256.
Campus Originals of Waterbury ConI OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES necticut. A complete selection of fine
fabrics
for the college woman, includwanted. 508 S. 11111 St. #4 Furnished.
ing woolens by Pendleton and Anglo.
$50/mo. Call 298.1638.
Available through your local Campus
LEFT IN THE lurch, need girl to share O’iginals representative. Call 298-4587
apt, with three others. $41 mo. 545 S. ef,ernoons & evenings.
7th St. #I2. 295.1899. Call p.m.
SERVICES It)
ROOM WITH PRIVATE ENTRANCE
. r ii .
ne ir
TYPING - TERM PAPERS, THESIS, etc
.iterlenced and all work guaranteed
295 5221
- 1,,,nable. Phone 294-3772

rOoT.,:AL

k

TYPING
REASONABLE
EXQUISITE,
I 293-4700.
done by Miss Ca- ;..’, higher
Close to SJS. M
per page.
TYPING. EXPERIENCED AND fast.
Term papers etc Call 264-8592.
TYPING IN MY HOME. IBM Pica. Cali
243-6313, 9 an,, to 8 p.m.
EXPERT TYPIST-THESIS, term papers.
etc. Phone 258-4335.
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contract.
Call 251-2598.
TYPING - THESIS, TERM papers. etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
EXPERT TYPIST - FAST. Will do all
kinds of typirg on electric typewriter.
Reasonable rates. Call 292.3901.
WILL DO TYPING IN MY HOME. Experience d, dependable, reasonebla.
Phone ’94.1313
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Technical or
then- 0 1, ., IBM Selentric - carbon
ribbon
WILL TYPE YOUR thesis or any other
form or
n. Call Bev. 292.2085.
25c per E -TV’S FOR RENT. Special student rates
$8 and $9 per month. Call 377-2935.
TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDE NEEDED TO SJS frnin Sunnyvale
daily for 9:30 classes. Call Lynda 7364119
NEED RIDE TO SAN DIEGO area Nov.
22, Wi I share expenses. Call Julie Al.
mock 294.2916. If not in leave message.
RIDERS NEEDED TO eastern L. A. area,
Glendale, Pasadena & San Gabriel Valley 4, wnck,^d nf 11 & 12. Call Steve
7"4,
Lars-

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
407441

To Place
an ad:
Call at
Classified Adv.
Office - J206

ca*

Monday, Wednesday & Friday
10:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.
Tuesday & Thursday
I I a.m. to 12 p.m. and
2 p.m. until 3 p.m.

HELP WANTED 141
TALENTED GIRL TO COOK for 5
senior men in exchange for meals. MF
dinner. Cell 286.4770.
MATURE LADY TO care for child. Days
to be arranged. Call 739.7855,
DELIVERY Er STOCK CONTROL, local
duplicating supply firm. T&Th afternoons, 8-12 hrs. per week, References
required. 298.1464.

100.00 Suits
120.00 Suits

NOW 50.00
NOW 60.00

4 lines

olsCRUG

125 SOUTH FOURTH STREET

295-3805

Open at 4 P.M. Daily

ANNOUNCEMENTS 111

Minimum
Three lines
One day
3 lines

AT SATHER GATE

San Jose

35’

Spaghetti
regular size

Spartan Daily Classifieds

NOW 44.75
NOW 47.50

COMilfiltt

Red Ram
10th & William St.

EVERY TUESDAY

Top performers up from the
freshman club are Doug Hill and
Dave Squires. Both will participate
in the six events that are used in
the all-around scoring.

89.50 Suits
95.00 Suits

35

69’

8 inch pizzas
all varieties

RADIAL DRILL PRESS $37.50. Jointer.
plainer $29.95. Wood lathe $15. Radial
arm saw $129. All new tools. 292-0409
or 241.1943.
120 WATT STEREO AMP. AMFM
tuner. 8MM Boles movie camera, zoom
& wide angle lens. Call 292-4460.
PLAYER PIANO. PUMP for party fun.
Piano rolls. $290. Cell 739.7855.
BLIZZARD SKIS, MARKER turntable
bindings, 210 Cr,,. $40. Call 258-7491 or
786-6059.
BRITANNICA ’57 - 5 year bookr. $60.
Remington Standard Typewrimr. Ening
carriage, $30. Call 292-7952.

OUNT ON Al L MFRCHAND1SF

SANK CREDIT CMS WELCOME

10:30 P.M. -11 P.M.

SPECIAL!

um !.11
un

-fpu wouz,

06 HAPPIER.
’PERHAPS, Mg ttEN0ER5ON,
IN VIZOFE5502 fZ2c-05 LECTURE MGT ON."

CLASSIFIED
NOW 34,50
NOW 37.50
NOW 39.75

San Jose

FOR 51515

!fere is an excellent opportunity to freshen your suit
supply during Vaughn’s
pre-holiday bonus event.
This sale includes our entire stock of natural shouldered suits. Sizes from 35
short to 46 extra long.
Choose front Vested Suits,
Tweeds. Sharkskins, Worsteds, Whipcords, Gabs.
For a limited time only!
Early selection advisable.

.11111, 1

40 Bassett St

294-6535

HAPPY HOUR

Gene Sincich. a side horse performer, and Pete Jacobs, a high
bar specialist, are the returnees.

Wrestling Squad
Builds for Season

VAUGHN’S PRE-HOLIDAY
1/2 PRICE SUIT SALE

69.50 Suits
75.00 Suits
79.50 Suits
85.00 Suits

BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.

DISCOUNT WITH ASS CARD

total is a school record.
Only two strongmen off of last
year’s team return with Coppola,
but Jennette believes he has several good prospects off of last
year’s frosh team.

4 MAGNUM 500 CHROME WHEELS,
rims.
good condition. $80. Fl
Also 2 73515 mud/snow tires on VW
298-3606.
p.m.
rims. $55. Phone after 6
’67 HONDA 450, 3000 miles, excellent
care. $725/best offer. Prof. Hansen ext.
2482 or 293-3416.
’59 VW BUS with sunroof. 10,000 miles
on ’63 engine. Good mech. cond. Was
rolled - looks OK. $275. 295.5844.
Five returning lettermen, three ’63 SUNBEAM ALPINE, wire wheels, alnew - tires ard top. Black with
junior college transfers and six most
red interior. Call 296-8253 after 5 p.m.
men up from the freshman squad
MG ROADSTER ’66 wh/bk, radio,
are the material that wrestling heater, wire ww tires tonneau cover.
coach Hugh Mumby will build his 19.000 miles. $1400. Call 292.4530. $400
1967-68 squad around.
below Blue Book.
Mumby has three returning let- ’65 SUZUKI 250, 4 -speed. Must sell.
termen from last year’s squad. Sparkling clean. Excellent cond. Call
They are Loren Miller, David Al- 736-1171 after 8 p.m.
overdrive.
len and L. Q. Starling. Mumby ’57 AUSTIN HEALY WITH
30,000 miles on ’63 engine. New Dunalso has two returnees who did lop tires & interior. $875. Call 296.8912.
not compete last year. Jon Bridger ’60 TrBIRD HDTP. Silver with black in.
is back after a year’s absence and tenor. Full power and air cond. ImJohn Wallbrink returns after be- maculate. $825 or offer. 298.0857.
ing in the service.

292.6778

SIDNEY POITIER
SIR,
WITH LOVE’

plus

Coach Julie Menendez thow.h,
the Spartan offense could
been a little sharper.
"We were over-anxious in front
of their goal," Menendez said, "and
when we did take a shot, we tried
to knock the goalie down so many
shots sailed over the net."
In a mysterious bit of refereeing, team captain Fred Nourzad
was thrown out of a soccer game
for the first time in his life. He
was the first Spartan to be tossed
from a game this year.
The Spartans return home
Wednesday night to play the University of British Columbia at 8
in Spartan Stadium.

Gymnastics Team Features
Coppola in Rebuilding Year
Spartan gymnastic coacn Clair
Jennette has the problem of building a team that will have depth
at each position, but with strongman Tony Coppola returning for
his third year, Jennette will still
have the nucleus to construct a
good squad around.
Coppola, holder of SJS’ scoring
record for most points in a single
meet, established himself last year
as one of the top gymnasts in the
nation.
He was consistently over 50
points in the all-around tabulations last spring. His 52 point

OVER 21?
NEED $5?
DO THIS NOW!

STUDIO

Soccer Team Edges Chico, 1-0
Ed Storch kept the Spartan soccer team undefeated Saturday afternoon by pushing in a third period
goal to give them a 1-0 conference
win over the Chico Wildcats at
Chico.
By winning, SJS remained In
first place In the West Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference with
a 4-0-1 record.
After a frustrating first half,
center forward Storch took a pass
from halfback Sam Deus, dribbled
around in front of the %Vildcat net,
and sailed a high, hard shot into
the net.
As was expected, Chico was
much tougher than last year’s win-

SPART SN DIATLY-7

Monday November P, 19A7

On, day
1.50
TOU

Phone

294-6414, Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

RATES

Two days

Throe days

Four days

Five

dot’

2.00

2.25

2.35

2.50

2.51

2.75

2.85

3.00

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3.35

3.50

6 lines
Add this
amount tot
each adds
tional line

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.85

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

CHECK
Announcements (I)
’
ktornative (7)
lot Sale t.3)

Send in handy order
blank.
Enclose cash or check. Make
check out to Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

A CLASSIFICATION
Personals (7)
Help Wanted (4)
Services (8)
I
Housing (5)
Tralispoltation (9)
Lost and found kb)

Prod Name

For

Address

Enclosed is

City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days Mei plai.ing tat ad to appear.

N 111.11.V

/901

11.41,1

I.;

Fmshman Reps
List Office Hours

,4;-,

LSD, Drug Users Receive
Counseling Over Telephone
honed Iii eonII \ ice (’Ii /(519 has toen
iiisss (’I Il1
A teltphont
has been established for students ! junction with the phone service.
LSD 1 Professors from SJS on the
who have problems Cal1sed
and related drugs. LSD-Rescue. board are Dr. David Newman, asbegins tonight taking calls from sociate professor of psychology.
distressed individuals. The phone Dr. Milton Andersen, assistant
i professor of psychology, and Dr.
number is 24.1-6242.
College students will he used to 1Winthrop Salisbury, assistant procounsel over the phone and anyone fessor of sociology and anthrointerested my volunteer by calling pology. ’rhe bound still seeks memJohn Bigler. founder of the serv- bers in the fields of law and mediice. at 286-6084.
aibisory board composed of 1 Bigler said that the volunteer
protc.sors at SJS and San Jose ocinselor’s job is neither to colsssell as interested .:, :.:. nor condone drug taking

chael Olenczuk. Back row cadets are John Vore,
Charles Viale, John Whitman, Steven Davies
and George Jameson. Not pictured are Michael
Andleson and Thomas Cameron.

TWELVE DISTINGUISHED MILITARY Student
awards were given to the top students in the
SJS’ Army R.O.T.C. program. The ten recipients are, first row l-r, Jams Jimenez, Edward
Gray, Ronald Bone, Terrance Bunker and Mi-

The four freshman representatives on Student Council have announced regular office hours beginning today.
Susan DeCarlo, Craig Evans,
Doug Gould and Bob Roth will be
available to members of the freshman class every day from 12:30
to 1:20 p.m. in ED314.
These people promised such a
program during their recent campaign.
Vic Lee, ASH president, has recently shown a desire for more
communication between students
and ASH government and approves
their plans.

Spartaguide
TODAY
Alpha
Omega, 7:30 p.m
EN247. Pledges EN250.
Students for a Democratic Society, 7 p.m., Cafteria H.
Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., 104 South
13th.

TOMORROW
Cireolo Hallam, 3:30 p.m., ED334.
Baptist Student Union, 8 p.m..
M11221.
Spartan Shield’s, 6:10 p.m., Cafe
teriis A.
Ski Club, 8 p.m., JC191. Fashioo
show and movie.

RUN S’PfE OUT
ONE PSA FLIGHT
IMSZA IS WORTH A TH*OUSAND
727’ SPARTAN *SPELL OUT *WORDS
Featured Paper Backs
At *Cal Book
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Improve Your Skiing This Season!
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Chalet

244 So. 2nd St.

b.

PHOTO C*OLLAGE
TEXTILE DESIGN
POTTERY MAKI*NG

Freeman’s SKI CHALET also has a large stock of pipular equipment
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SALES
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RENTAL

Open nights
Monday thru
Thursday
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The SKI CHALET is the place to
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including:

all your skiing needs

V641091

330 South 10th St
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kelp you with your skiing problem.

Come in and let one of our slii esperts
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*BATIK

*california hook co.. ltd.
I.I. e. san fernando
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PLECTIOIiS
IN A GOLDEN EYE
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4tIth Exciting Week!

San Jose

-Hells ngels".
Ilunter S. Thompson
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ELIZABETH TAYLOR
k, MARLON BRAND

Freeman’s

-Paper LionCeorge Plimpton
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SRN JOSE’S
ft
THEATRE!

Open
all day
Saturday
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San Jose
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WIN A MUSTANG!

EXAMPLE:

HOLIDAY FORD is giving away a fully equipped ’68 MUSTANG when
the Isast ’67 FORD is sold. To get in on the drawing, see PETE ELLiS,
San Jose State sales representative at HOLIDAY. Let Pete show you
the fine selection of NEW and USED cars. HOLIDA*Y FORD has a
numb*er of finance plans; one to suit your needs.

WE HA*VE HALLMARK

Asterisked Letters
SLAATOD1FGYA
PQRNUBEECDOJ
Answer Word: Spartan Daily

THE KIND OF SERVICE YOU GET AT HOLIDAY
IS ONE OF FORD’S BETTER IDEAS

yellow boxes all over
campus.

SUNNYVALE

Contest Rules
I. Only currently enrolled SJS students may enter.
2. Student,. are limited to llll entry per person. Spartan Daily staff members
may not cutter.
3. All entries he
property of the Spartan Daily.
T. The Spartan Daily and/or San Jose State College is not responsible for
entries that are lost or ’stolen.
5. Every entry 111111 be filled out completely, without any erasures. to be
,’oriniuleno’il its the judge,
6. In the event that two or more entries have the correct answer, the contestant who r
s the closest to the correct answer to the tiebreaker will
be the winner. In rase of a tie mi the special question. all additi llll al tiebreaker us ill IP. given to determine first place.
7. All complimentary flight passes on PSA expire in 90 days.
8. ’rhe Spartan Daily reserves the right to extend deadlines and to make any
neiessary correctionsor additi llll s to the rules.
9. Persons designated by the Spartan Daily shall constitute the panel of
judges. Their thcisions shall be final regarding determination of the winners and disqualification of entrants for any reason.
10. Entry submission .ignifie.1 entrants acceptance of the contest rides and
judges decisions.
II. No one may win more than 1 RSA flight during the contest period.
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"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"
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How to Play Spartan Spell-Out
I. Find the asterisked letiers in the advertisements above.
2. Write each of the asterisked letters in the grill provided in the box at the
right.
3. Using the lett,.rs in the grid (not all letters will be used) fill in the blanks
for the contest word. using the weekly clue as a guide.
1. I he contest %sort! a ill
a plaet% c..nt, or person on I he Sim Joe(’ State
Campus, i.e. Dr. Clark. Centennial Hall, Homeco lll its8 Parade etc.
5. Answer the tie-breaker question.
Fill in the coupon at the right and bring it to the Spartan Daily Classified
office, J. C. 206, before 3 p.m., Wednesday, of this week lie. contest runs
Monday, entries dile Wedneeday

al

at

Clue: You’ll find this in little

HOLIDAY FORD
650 EL CAMINO

TIVANKSGIVING
CAR*DS

Know Your Campus And Win Valuable Prizes
By Playing Spartan S-p-e-1-1-0-u-t

What You Can
Win:

This your Spartan Spell-Out entry
blank. Please do not staple, spindle,
mutilate or bite, just enter!

"
PRIZE:

Name

TIE -BREAKER

Address

Round-trip
flight to
Los Angeles on

PSA

City

The Dow-Jones Industrial Average may
be heard on most news broadcasts or
read in the financial section of most
newspapers.

Phone

Estimate what the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
will be at the close of the market on Thursday,
Noseniber 2.

ASB Number

This Weeks Spartan
Spell-Out is:

2nd through
5th prizes:
Two tickets to each
winner for IA theatre.
November 9.
Give it a try!

Clue:
"This will cost you
$16."
In case of error, look for correction in tomorrow’s paper

I

